Salt Ponds
Coalition

Informational Brief: Relating to Mandeville Oyster Farm
Application (site 2) in Eastern Quonochontaug Pond

Applicant David Mandeville has filed an application for a site near the Shady Harbor/
Shelter Harbor beach parking along the Weekapaug beach. This application seems to
have many inaccuracies both on the part of the applicant and the state. The proposed
site appears to be largely within the shellfish spawner sanctuary and it appears to be in
water that is quite shallow at low tide. Like Mandeville plot #1, rack and bag structure is
proposed. It seems likely that such gear would be visible on a fairly frequent basis. This

is a site that is heavily used by recreational paddlers, sailors and clammers. Gear just
under the surface could be hazardous to paddlers. It seems any lease in this area would
either violate the spawner sanctuary, or displace clammers and sailors who have used this
location for generations. This proposed plot is situated within the town of Westerly. there
will be a hearing on January 6, 2015 at 2pm. See the SPC Calendar Page for more details.
For more information, please visit www.saltpondscoalition.org
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Salt Pond Coalition informational briefs are intened
to offer SPC members and other interested parties a
graphical one-page overview of significant proposals
that affect the salt ponds. Please visit the SPC website
to view source documents, or contact Rhode Island
Coastal Resources Council (CRMC) to see the complete file.

Location where GPS Coordinates in
DEM Shellfish Regs Say Sign Should Be

Observations by SPC board member Mark Bullinger at
new-moon low tide 11-19-14

Path to Shelter Harbor Parking Lot

Actual location of Sanctuary sign.
41o19’51.00”N 71o44’36.90”W

Picture shows SE buoy and exposed
cinder block anchor. Depth a few
inches

